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This study discussed the influence of aerosols on the relative frequency of positive cloud-
to-ground (CG) lightning and its dependence on thermodynamic and cloud-related factors
in Sichuan during the warm season from 2005 to 2017. The relative frequency of positive
CG lightning is defined as the proportion of positive CG lightning flashes to total CG
lightning flashes. Although the total CG lightning density in the Western Sichuan Plateau is
significantly lower than that in the Sichuan Basin, the relative frequency of positive CG
lightning is higher than that in the basin. Convective available potential energy (CAPE) and
vertical wind shear in the low-to-mid level of the troposphere (SHEAR-5 km) are the
controlling factors of positive CG lightning frequency. A small CAPE and a large SHEAR-
5 km represent weak convection, which is more conducive to the generation of positive CG
lightning. The upper main positive charge region in a thriving thunderstorm is higher from
the ground, which is not conducive to the transport of positive charge to the ground, so it is
not conducive to the generation of positive CG lightning. In the basin, the relationship
between aerosols and positive lightning is not significant, which may be due to the strong
total CG lightning and the low proportion of positive CG lightning. In the plateau, both
sulfate aerosol and black carbon (BC) aerosol have a significant inhibition effect on the
positive CG lightning relative frequency. Sulfate aerosol stimulates the ice-phase process
through a microphysical effect and promotes the development of convection. The
distribution of the main positive charge center is higher, which is not conducive to the
transport of positive charge to the ground and the generation of positive CG lightning. The
significant heating effect of BC aerosol on the lower troposphere makes the convective
development more vigorous and is not conducive to the occurrence of positive CG
lightning.
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INTRODUCTION

Observational evidence and numerical simulation studies
indicated that aerosol has an outstanding effect on lightning
activity. One view holds that aerosols could stimulate lightning
activity through a microphysical effect (Wang et al., 2011;
Mansell and Ziegler, 2013; Yang and Li, 2014; Liu et al.,
2020), more aerosols serve as cloud condensation nuclei to
reduce the radius of cloud droplets and then reduce the
collision–coalescence efficiency, thus inhibiting the warm rain
process. The small cloud droplets are transported above the
freezing level to participate in the ice-phase microphysical
processes, forming more ice particles and releasing a large
amount of latent heat to further stimulate convection. Stronger
convection and more ice particles are involved in the non-
inductive electrification process, making lightning more
vigorous. Another view suggests that aerosols inhibit lightning
activity through a radiative effect (Yang et al., 2013; Tan et al.,
2016; Altaratz et al., 2017), the scattered aerosols reduce the solar
radiation reaching the ground, which weakens the thermal
conditions in the lower troposphere, and the relatively stable
atmospheric conditions are not conducive to the development of
convection, thus inhibiting lightning activity. The radiative
forcing effect of BC aerosol affects the structure of atmospheric
thermal stability and convective development, which is closely related
to its vertical distribution and heating rate (Lu et al., 2020). Sulfate
aerosols have different effects on lightning activity through the
microphysical effect and radiation effect. Sulfate aerosols could
stimulate lightning activity through microphysical effect, and
could inhibit lightning activity through radiation effect (Yang
et al., 2013; Yang and Li, 2014; Zhao et al., 2020).

There were also two different views on the effect of aerosols on
positive CG lightning. On the one hand, previous studies
suggested that anthropogenic aerosols in the urban increase
the percentage of positive CG lightning (Steiger et al., 2002;
Naccarato et al., 2003). According to their urban aerosol
hypothesis, urban aerosols influence the polarity of lightning
by influencing the charge separation process in thunderstorms.
Atmospheric pollutants in super cooled cloud droplets would
cause graupel particles to be charged negatively in a warmer
temperature region, and a wider negative charge region is
conducive to the generation of negative CG lightning, thus
reducing the percentage of positive CG lightning. On the other
hand, the effect of smoke aerosol from fires on the percentage of
positive CG lightning is opposite to that of urban aerosols (Lyons,
1998; Murray et al., 2000; Lang and Rutledge, 2006). The smoke
aerosol hypothesis considers that smoke aerosol would narrow
the droplet spectrum, and the narrow droplet spectrum leads to
the graupel particles charging positively between −10°C
and −20°C in the thunderstorm, which would lead to a wider
distribution of lower positive charge region, which is conducive to
the generation of positive CG lightning.

Previous studies (Eddy, 2018; MacGorman et al., 2018) have
suggested that thermodynamic and moisture factors, such as
thermal stability, vertical wind shear, and moisture in the low-
to the mid-level troposphere, are crucial to the generation of
positive CG lightning. Weaker thermal instability conditions

mean weaker thunderclouds, while the distribution of the
main positive charge region is relatively low, which is
conducive to the triggering of positive CG lightning from
there (Orville and Huffines, 1999; Rakov, 2003; Wang et al.,
2018). Stronger vertical wind shear causes the cloud body to tilt,
so that positively charged ice particles in the upper part of the
cloud are repositioned and are no longer blocked by the negative
charged region below, making it easier to transport positive
charge to the ground and generate positive CG lightning
(Brook et al., 1982; Zhao et al., 2021). Dry low-to mid-level
troposphere also has an excitation effect on positive CG lightning
(Carey and Buffalo, 2007).

The west of Sichuan is the West Sichuan Plateau, and the east
is the Sichuan Basin. On the one hand, the special terrain and
thermal dynamic conditions lead to the obvious spatial difference
in lightning activity in this region (Xia et al., 2015; Zhao et al.,
2022b). On the other hand, the topographic conditions
unfavorable to the diffusion of atmospheric pollutants and the
prominent anthropogenic emissions result in the aerosol
concentration in the basin area being significantly higher than
that in the plateau area (Ning et al., 2018). The influence of
aerosols on CG lightning density in Sichuan has obvious spatial
differences (Zhao et al., 2020), so, what is the relationship
between aerosols and positive CG lightning activity? In this
study, we focus on this interesting issue, analyzing the possible
influence of black carbon aerosols and sulfate aerosols on the
relative frequency of positive CG lightning and the role of
environmental conditions in this effect.

DATA AND METHODOLOGY

CG Lightning
The CG lightning data were obtained from the Sichuan Lightning
Detection Network (SCLDN) of the Sichuan Province Lightning
protection center, including the flash number of CG lightning,
CG lightning polarity, and peak current. SCLDN consists of
25 Advanced Time of Arrival and Direction (ADTD) ground-
based sensors with an average detection efficiency of more than
90% [CMA (China Meteorological Administration), 2009; Yang
et al., 2015]. The CG lightning data employed in this study was
processed with quality control, which was based on previous
studies (Cummins et al., 1998; Yang et al., 2015; Zhao et al., 2020;
Zhao et al., 2021). Lightning data during the warm season (May to
October) from 2005 to 2017 were applied. To match
environmental factors data, lightning data were processed to a
temporal of 1 month and spatial resolution of 0.25 × 0.25. The
positive CG lightning relative frequency is defined as the
percentage of positive CG lightning flashes in total CG
lightning flashes.

PRF � Npositive

Ntotal
× 100%, (1)

where PRF is the relative frequency of positive CG lightning,
Npositive is the positive CG lightning flashes, Ntotal is the total CG
lightning flashes.
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Aerosol Optical Depth
AODs data sets were derived from MERRA-2 (Modern-Era
Retrospective analysis for Research and Applications, version
2) and include the optical thickness of various aerosols, such as
total aerosol, sulfate, black carbon (BC), organic carbon, sea salt,
and dust (Buchard et al., 2017; Randles et al., 2017). Our previous
study (Zhao et al., 2020) compared AOD products of MISR
(Multi-angle Imaging SpectroRadiometer) with AOD products of
MERRA-2 over Sichuan, showing good consistency. Sulfate AOD
and BC AOD with a spatial resolution of 0.25 × 0.25 interpolated
from the original spatial resolution of 0.5 × 0.625 were selected in
this study to discuss the relationship between aerosol and positive
CG lightning.

Thermodynamic andCloud-Related Factors
Convective available potential energy (CAPE), vertical wind shear
in the low-to middle troposphere (SHEAR-5 km), liquid water
path (LWP), and ice water path (IWP) with a spatial resolution of
0.25 × 0.25 from ERA5 were selected as thermodynamic and
cloud-related factors. These environmental factors are more
representative to control positive CG lightning (Zhao et al.,
2021; Zhao et al., 2022a). SHEAR-5 km is defined as vertical
wind shear from the ground to 5 km level above the ground, the
specific calculation method referred to in our previous studies
(Zhao et al., 2020; Zhao et al., 2021).

SHEAR − 5km �
�������������������������
(u5km − u0km)2 + (v5km − v0km)2

√
, (2)

where u5km, u5km, v0km, and v0km are zonal and meridional wind
speeds interpolated to 5 km level above ground and the ground
level from isobaric layers, respectively.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Positive CG Lightning and Aerosols in
Sichuan
Due to the special terrain difference, the thermal dynamic
conditions of the western Plateau and the eastern basin of
Sichuan are different, which leads to the obvious difference in
lightning activity characteristics in the two regions. Figure 1
illustrates the spatial distribution characteristics of total CG
lightning density, positive CG lightning density, the peak
current of positive CG lightning, and the relative frequency of
positive CG lightning in Sichuan during the warm season.
Influenced by the high topography of the Qinghai-Tibet
Plateau, the Sichuan Basin has become a region with a high
concurrence of cyclonic circulation (such as the southwest vortex
and plateau vortex), the abundant thermal and water vapor
conditions make the convective systems and heavy
precipitation in this region very vigorous (Yu et al., 2007;
Zhang et al., 2014). As can be seen in Figure 1A, the Sichuan
Basin is an area with exuberant lightning activity, and the total
CG lightning density is significantly higher than that of the
Western Sichuan Plateau, the maximum lightning density is
more than 5 flashes km−2 year−1 in the southeastern part of

FIGURE 1 | Spatial distribution of (A) total CG lightning density (in flashes km−2 year−1), (B) positive CG lightning density (in flashes km−2 year−1), (C) positive CG
lightning peak current (in kA), and (D) positive CG lightning relative frequency (in %) in Sichuan during the warm season. The red rectangle represents the plateau region,
and the black rectangle represents the basin region.
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the Basin, the southern part of Sichuan is an area with secondary
lightning activity, and the maximum lightning density in the
Western Sichuan Plateau is about 1 flash km−2 year−1. As a whole,
in the Sichuan region, the positive CG lightning density is about
one-tenth of the total CG lightning density. The difference in
positive CG lightning density between the basin region and
plateau region is not as obvious as the difference in total CG
lightning density (Figure 1B). The maximum positive CG
lightning density is approximately 0.4 flashes km−2year−1 in
the central part of the basin, and the maximum positive CG
lightning density is approximately 0.1–0.2 flashes km−2 year−1 in
the plateau.

Although the occurrence probability of positive CG lightning
is much lower than that of negative CG lightning, it has become
the focus of many studies because of the large current generated
by it (Nag and Rakov, 2012). Although the positive CG lightning
activity in the plateau region is not as strong as that in the basin
region, the positive CG lightning producing a large peak current
is concentrated in the plateau region (Figure 1C). In the main
plateau region, the peak current of positive CG lightning is over
30 kA, and the maximum is about 60 kA, while in the basin
region, the peak current of positive lightning is below 25 kA. The
relative frequency of positive CG lightning in the plateau region is
also significantly higher than that in the basin region (Figure 1D).
The relative frequency of positive CG lightning in the main
plateau region is more than 40%, and the maximum value is
approximately 65%, while the relative frequency of positive CG
lightning in the main basin region is approximately 30%.

Although the positive CG lightning density in the plateau is
lower than that in the basin region, the peak current and relative

frequency are higher than that in the basin region. Aerosols have
an outstanding influence on the total CG lightning density in
Sichuan (Zhao et al., 2020). Is there a potential connection
between aerosols and positive lightning activities? To probe
this interesting issue, we discuss the relationship between the
relative frequency of positive CG lightning and aerosols in the
following sections.

Sichuan Basin is one of the most densely populated areas in
Southwest China, which is one of the most prominent air
pollution areas in China due to many anthropogenic emissions
and special terrain that is not conducive to the diffusion of air
pollutants (Zhang et al., 2012; Ning et al., 2018). Figure 2 shows
the sulfate AOD, BC AOD, sulfate AOD ratio in total AOD, and
BC AOD ratio in total AOD in Sichuan during the warm season.
The aerosol loading in the basin region is significantly higher than
that in the Plateau region (Figures 2A,B), and the sulfate AOD
and BC AOD in the basin region are over 0.4 and 0.04,
respectively, while the sulfate AOD and BC AOD in the
Plateau area are approximately 0.1 and 0.01, respectively. The
sulfate ratio in the basin is larger than 70%, while in the main part
of the plateau is approximately 40%–65%. The difference in BC
AOD between basin and plateau is not obvious, and the ratio is
approximately 8%. Although the ratio of BC aerosols in total
aerosols is not prominent, the influence of BC aerosols on
atmospheric thermal structure through heating cannot be
ignored (Jacobson, 2001; Nenes et al., 2002), so the influence
of sulfate aerosols and BC aerosols on positive lightning is
considered simultaneously in our study.

Figure 3 shows the annual variation of total CG lightning
density, the relative frequency of CG positive lightning (PRF),

FIGURE 2 | Spatial distribution of (A) sulfate AOD, (B) BC AOD, (C) sulfate AOD ratio (in %), and (D) BC AOD ratio (in %) in Sichuan during warm season.
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sulfate AOD and BC in the basin and plateau during the warm
season from 2005 to 2017. From 2005 to 2010, the total CG
lightning density in the basin and plateau showed an obvious

upward trend and fluctuated after that. The relative frequency of
CG positive lightning showed a significant upward trend from
2006 to 2010 and remained at a high value after that. The annual

FIGURE 3 | Annual variations of (A) total CG lightning density, (B) relative frequency of positive CG lightning (PRF), (C) sulfate AOD, and (D) BC AOD in the basin
and plateau regions during the warm season.

FIGURE 4 | Pearson correlation coefficients between (A) the sulfate aerosol and positive CG lightning relative frequency, and correlation coefficients between (B)
the BC aerosol and positive CG lightning relative frequency in Sichuan during the warm season. The cross symbol indicates that the grid has passed the 95% significance
test.
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change trend of sulfate AOD increased firstly and then decreased,
it increased significantly from 2005 to 2010, and then decreased
significantly. In both plateau and basin, BC AOD showed a
monotonically decreasing annual trend, and the decreasing
range was relatively prominent.

Relationship Between Aerosols and
Positive CG Lightning
Figure 4 shows the Pearson correlation coefficients between
sulfate aerosol and positive CG lightning relative frequency
and between BC aerosol and positive CG lightning relative
frequency in Sichuan. As shown in Figure 4A, the correlation
between sulfate aerosol and positive CG lightning is spatially
different in Sichuan, in the Western Sichuan Plateau region,
sulfate aerosol shows a significant negative correlation with
positive CG lightning relative frequency suggesting that
increases in sulfate aerosol loading would reduce the
proportion of positive CG lightning in total CG lightning, and
in the basin region of eastern Sichuan, the correlation between
sulfate aerosol and positive CG lightning is not significant, but a
few areas show a positive correlation. In Figure 4B, there is a
significant negative correlation between BC aerosol and positive
CG lightning in the Western Sichuan Plateau, suggesting that the
increase in BC aerosol would lead to a decrease in the relative
frequency of positive CG lightning. In the basin, there is a
negative correlation between BC aerosol and positive CG
lightning relative frequency, but the correlation is weak.

Previous studies have indicated that less developed
thunderstorms are more likely to produce positive CG
lightning because the upper main positive charge region of
the cloud is closer to the ground, which is easier for
transporting positive charge to the ground (Rakov, 2003;
Wang et al., 2018). Zhao et al. (2020) suggested that in the
Western Sichuan Plateau with low aerosol loading, sulfate
aerosol stimulated the ice-phase microphysical processes
through microphysical effect, making the lightning activity
more vigorous; while in the Sichuan Basin, with high aerosol
loading, sulfate aerosol reduced the solar radiation reaching
the ground through radiation effect, inhibiting lightning
activity. In the Western Sichuan Plateau, the negative
correlation between sulfate aerosol and positive CG
lightning relative frequency is mainly since sulfate aerosols
stimulate thunderstorms, and strong thunderclouds are not
conducive to positive lightning. In the Sichuan Basin, the
correlation between sulfate aerosol and positive CG lightning
is not significant, which may be related to the low relative
frequency of positive CG lightning in this area, the
relationship between sulfate aerosol and positive CG
lightning relative frequency is covered by other potentially
influencing factors. Black carbon aerosol and positive CG
lightning ratio showed a consistent negative correlation
over the Sichuan region, suggesting that excitation effects
of black carbon aerosol for lightning activities, thereby
inhibiting the positive CG lightning, this may be due to the
heating effects of black carbon aerosol for the lower
atmosphere, the heating effect is beneficial to convection

development. Liang et al. (2021) also indicated that the
heating effect of black carbon aerosol on the lower
atmosphere stimulated the convective intensity.

Previous observational evidence suggested that urban
atmospheric particulate pollutants lead to a decline in the
proportion of positive lightning (Steiger et al., 2022; Naccarato
et al., 2003). They speculated that many anthropogenic
atmospheric pollutants in super cooled water make graupel
particles charging negatively have a wider area, and the main
negative charge region extends to the ground, so more negative
lightning is formed, and positive lightning activities are
suppressed. These results explained the decrease in the
proportion of positive lightning caused by aerosols from the
perspective of the electrification process of thunderstorms, and
further illustrate the important contribution of aerosols to the
polarity of lightning. However, in our study, we tend to consider
that aerosols change the development intensity of thunderstorms
by influencing microphysical and radiation processes, thus
affecting CG lightning polarity.

Dependence of the Relation Between
Aerosol and Positive CG Lightning on
Environmental Factors
To further analyze the dependence of aerosol influence on the
relative frequency of positive CG lightning relative frequency
on environmental factors, thermodynamic factors, and cloud
factors were selected. Figure 5 shows the effects of CAPE,
SHEAR-5km, LPW, and IWP on positive CG lightning
relative frequency in the basin and plateau regions
(Figure 1A). CAPE in the plateau region is smaller than
that in the basin region, and CAPE has a significant
inhibition effect on positive CG lightning in both regions.
CAPE explains 40% and 44% of positive CG lightning relative
frequency variances in the basin and plateau regions,
respectively. SHEAR-5 km in the plateau region is higher
than that in the basin region, and the larger vertical wind
shear is favorable to the occurrence of positive CG lightning.
SHEAR-5 km explains 51% of positive lightning relative
frequency variance in the basin region and 60% of positive
CG lightning relative frequency variance in the plateau region.
In the basin, higher LWP is favorable to positive lightning,
LWP explains 31% of positive CG lightning relative frequency
variance, while in the plateau, the relationship between LWP
and positive CG lightning is not significant. This may be since
the topography of the plateau compresses the clouds, making
the warm clouds thinner. In the basin, the higher LWP means
the liquid-phase process is more vigorous than the ice-phase
process, and the convective activity is weaker. The correlation
between LWP and positive CG lightning is obviously different
between the plateau and basin, which may be related to two
aspects. On the one hand, due to the compression effect of the
plateau terrain on a cloud, the warm cloud in the plateau is
relatively thin, and LWP is relatively low. On the other hand, a
thermal condition in the plateau area is weaker than that in
the basin, resulting in relatively weak lightning activity. As a
result, the correlation between LWP and positive CG lightning
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is weak over the plateau. There is a negative correlation
between IWP and positive CG lightning relative frequency.
IWP explains 19% and 15% of positive CG lightning relative
frequency variances in basin and plateau regions, respectively.
Higher ice water content indicates stronger convection, while
strong convection is not conducive to positive CG lightning
because a higher upper main positive charge region is not
conducive to the transfer of positive charge to the ground.

In general, CAPE and SHEAR-5 km are the most
prominent factors affecting positive CG lightning, weak
convection is more likely to form positive lightning, and
the environmental factors conducive to the development of
convection have a certain inhibitory effect on positive CG
lightning. Previous studies have (Wang et al., 2018; Zhao et al.,
2021) also indicated that the main positive charge region at
the upper part of the thunderstorm with weak development is
closer to the ground, which is conducive to the transport of
positive charge to the ground, meanwhile, the positive charge
area of the thunderstorm which is affected by large vertical
wind shear is no longer blocked by the main negative charge
area at the lower part, which is more conducive to the
occurrence of positive CG lightning (Brook et al., 1982;
Zhao et al., 2021).

Although aerosols may have a potential relationship with
positive lightning, it is still the atmospheric thermodynamic
conditions that play a major role in controlling positive CG

lightning. In plateau and basin areas, the relative frequency of
positive CG lightning is strongly dependent on CAPE,
SHEAR-5km, and IWP. Figure 6 shows the dependence of
the correlation between positive CG lightning relative
frequency and aerosols on CAPE, SHEAR-5 km, and IWP
in the basin region. Overall, the proportion of positive CG
lightning in the basin region is more dependent on
environmental factors than on aerosols. When CAPE is
greater than 200 J kg−1, the relative frequency of positive
CG lightning is about 5%–20%, while when CAPE is less than
200 J kg−1, the relative frequency of positive CG lightning
increases significantly, about 25%–65%. When SHEAR-5 km
is between 5 and 15 m s−1, the relative frequency of positive
CG lightning is significantly higher, about 20%, while when
SHEAR-5 km is less than 5 m s−1, the relative frequency of
positive CG lightning is about 10%. Compared with the
thermodynamic factors, the positive lightning is less
dependent on ice water content, the average relative
frequency of positive CG lightning is about 20% when IPW
is greater than 0.03 kg m−2, and about 30% when IWP is less
than 0.03 kg m−2. For sulfate AOD, the probability of forming
more positive lightning increases when AOD is greater than
0.5. For BC aerosol, the proportion of positive lightning is not
significantly dependent on it. In the basin area, the lightning
activity is more vigorous than that in the plateau area, but the
relative frequency of positive lightning is lower than that in

FIGURE 5 | The function of CAPE (A), SHEAR-5 km (B), LWP (C), and IWP (D)with the relative frequency of positive CG lightning in the basin and plateau regions
during the warm season.
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the plateau area. Although Zhao et al. (2020) indicated that
sulfate aerosol could inhibit the lightning activity in the
Sichuan Basin area through aerosol radiation interaction,
for the region with a low frequency of positive lightning.
The effect of aerosols on positive lightning relative frequency

may be overridden by the effect of thermodynamic factors
controlling lightning activities.

Figure 7 displays the dependence of aerosols effects on the
relative frequency of positive CG lightning on CAPE, SHEAR-
5 km, and IWP over the plateau. Low sulfate aerosol loading is

FIGURE 6 | Function of positive CG lightning relative frequency with sulfate AOD, BC AOD, CAPE, SHEAR-5 km, and IWP in the basin region.

FIGURE 7 | Function of positive CG lightning relative frequency with sulfate AOD, BC AOD, CAPE, SHEAR-5km, and IWP in the plateau region.
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favorable for positive lightning in the plateau region. When
the sulfate AOD is less than 0.08, the average relative
frequency of positive CG lightning is approximately 40%.
When the sulfate AOD is less than 0.08 and CAPE is less
than 100 J kg−1, the relative frequency of positive CG
lightning is approximately 40%–70%. When SHEAR-5 km
exceeds 10 m s−1, IWP is less than 0.04 kg m−2, and sulfate
AOD is less than 0.08, the relative frequency of positive CG
lightning is higher, with an average of more than 50%. A
similar phenomenon exists for BC aerosols. Under small
CAPE and IWP and large SHEAR-5 km conditions, low BC
aerosol loading is more conducive to the occurrence of
positive lightning.

From another perspective, aerosols may have a potential
influence on thermodynamic and cloud-related factors, and
thus on lightning polarity. Over the plateau, sulfate aerosols
may act as cloud condensation nuclei, regulating cloud
thermodynamic structures by influencing microphysical
processes. More sulfate aerosols make the cloud droplet
radius reduced, and the number concentration increases,
the cloud droplet’s collision-coalescence efficiency
decreases, thus inhibiting the warm rain process. Smaller
cloud droplets to be delivered to the ice-phase region form
more ice particles, The release of a large latent heat of freezing
process further stimulates convection development. Strong
convective motion means higher positive charge distribution
is not conducive for positive lightning. BC aerosols may
influence the thermodynamic and microphysical processes
of a thunderstorm by heating the lower atmosphere and then
influencing the lightning activity. By heating the lower
atmosphere, BC aerosol increases the convective energy of
the local environment and then reduces the vertical wind
shear, making the convective development more vigorous,
promoting the formation of ice particles, and stimulating the
lightning activity, while the proportion of positive lightning
decreases.

CONCLUSION

Data on CG lightning, AOD, and environmental factors during
the warm season from 2005 to 2017 in Sichuan, Southwest China,
were employed to investigate the possible influence of aerosols on
the relative frequency of positive CG lightning, and the
dependence of this effect on thermodynamic and cloud-related
factors.

In the Sichuan region, the spatial difference in thermal and
water vapor conditions caused by the special terrain leads to
the obvious spatial difference in lightning activity
characteristics (Xia et al., 2015; Yang et al., 2015). The
total CG lightning and positive CG lightning density in
Sichuan Basin are significantly higher than that in the
Western Sichuan Plateau, while the relative frequency and
peak current of positive CG lightning in the plateau are
significantly higher than that in the basin, that is, although
the lightning activity is relatively weak in higher area, there
are more severe positive CG lightning. The relatively high

positive CG lightning relative frequency in the plateau region
is dominated by multiple thermal and cloud-related factors,
and relatively frequent weak convection produces more
positive CG lightning (Qie et al., 2003; Qie et al., 2005; Qie
et al., 2014; Zhao et al., 2021). The Sichuan Basin is one of the
areas with serious air pollution in China because of the
prominent anthropogenic emissions and the special terrain
that is not conducive to the diffusion of atmospheric
pollutants (Zhang et al., 2012; Ning et al., 2018). The
sulfate aerosol and BC aerosol loads in the basin are
significantly higher than those in the plateau. The ratio of
sulfate AOD in total AOD is higher in the basin, while the
spatial difference of BC AOD ratio in Sichuan is not
significant. Observational evidence suggested that aerosols
are associated with lightning activity in Sichuan, and
aerosols affect the intensity of lightning activity through
microphysical and radiation effects (Zhao et al., 2020). In
this study, we focus on the potential impact of sulfate aerosols
and BC aerosols on the relative frequency of positive CG
lightning.

In the plateau region, both sulfate aerosols and BC aerosols
have a significant inhibition effect on the relative frequency of
CG positive lightning, while in the basin region, the
correlation between aerosols and relative frequency of
positive CG lightning is not significant. Due to abundant
thermodynamic and water vapor conditions, convective
cloud and lightning activities are vigorous in the basin,
while the relative frequency of positive CG lightning is
low. The influence of aerosol on positive lightning may be
covered by the strong total CG lightning and the complex
relationship between aerosol and convection systems.
Previous studies (Lyons, 1998; Murray et al., 2000; Steiger
et al., 2002; Naccarato et al., 2003; Lang and Rutledge, 2006)
have found that urban anthropogenic aerosols and smoke
from forest fires have significant effects on positive lightning,
and it is believed that aerosols affect positive lightning by
affecting the electrification process of cloud particles. In our
study, we tend to consider that aerosols affect charge
structure and thus positive lightning by influencing
convective intensity. In the plateau region, sulfate aerosols
could act as cloud condensation nuclei and stimulate
thunderclouds through a microphysical effect (Zhao et al.,
2020). In the highly developed thunderclouds, the
distribution of the main positive charge is higher, and the
positive charge is more difficult to transport to the ground,
which is not conducive to the generation of positive CG
lightning. BC aerosols have a prominent heating effect on
the lower atmosphere, which would promote the further
development of convection (Liang et al., 2021), which is
not conducive to positive CG lightning. Therefore, BC
aerosols are negatively correlated with the relative
frequency of positive CG lightning over the Plateau.
Thermodynamic and cloud-related factors play an
important role in the influence of aerosols on positive
lightning, and smaller CAPE and larger vertical wind shear
are more conducive to the generation of positive lightning.
In other words, aerosols may influence the generation of
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positive lightning by influencing thermodynamics and cloud
structure.
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